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Karen Peetz: At BNY Mellon, we’re committed to empowering individuals, institutions and
communities around the world.
In the 35 countries and more than 100 markets where we do business, corporate social
responsibility enables us to drive lasting impact.
By understanding our clients’ needs, we deliver solutions – solutions that help our clients
succeed and address some of the world’s most pressing issues.
Carol Britton: As a global investments company, we’re invested in market integrity, our people
and our world. Security and growth for all matters to us.
And we’re committed to creating an inclusive, sustainable world that helps people succeed and
economies to thrive.
One of the ways we demonstrate that commitment is through our partnership with the United
Nations Foundation to advance the rule of law. By supporting human rights and reducing
business risk, strong rule of law can help increase investment where it’s needed most.
Seyi Bucknor: We enable clients to confidently invest in manufacturing and infrastructure in
emerging markets – the foundations of economic advancement.
We anticipate future economic and environmental changes that will affect the resilience of our
cities and the quality of life for people around the world.
Carol: In every market where we do business, we’re committed to increasing wellbeing and
expanding opportunity – through trusted, transparent financial markets so everyone can
participate – without discrimination.

Karen: At BNY Mellon, we are driven by our commitment to fuel vital global markets – the
engines of prosperity for a better world.
I encourage you to learn more about how we’re improving lives through investing and ways in
which you can help as well.
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